
July 1, 2007 (A Two Page Wonder short!) 
 
Meth = Death 
 
Check out the Links Page for the recently posted links on the Montana Meth Project.   
 
Those in the community, and you KNOW who they are because you see it and you smell 
it, that manufacture meth, use chemicals and processes that not only endanger neighbors 
and their own households, but more than that, do actual physical damage to anyone, 
including the children, that are in the house.  I don't care that you say the kids never get 
near it, it gets near them.  It gets on them. It gets IN them.  If you care about your 
children and grandchildren, you would find a way to make the badgers stop this. 
 
Alcohol = Death 
 
Also note that Russell Means and others were arrested for staging a roadblock to check 
for alcohol being brought into the Pine Ridge Rez.  Nice to know that the Pine Ridge 
Badgers are willing to put the cuffs on anyone that attempts to keep alcohol off the rez, 
but not willing to investigate any abuses of the dry rez rule.   
 
Apparently, they can quickly find any technicality to lock up and silence anyone that tries 
to save Indians from alcohol or chemical abuse, but they cannot seem to find the sources 
of meth or alcohol or any drugs for that matter, on their own rez.  I guess their noses are 
impaired by those big rings that pierce them and are tethered to the criminal enterprises 
that also run that rez. 
 
Hypocrisy = Death 
 
Personally, I think that if you are tired of the people dying so young from these 
unnecessary evils, I think you would also stage large protests, marches and continue to 
raise your voices until something is done about it.   
 
SLN is supposed to be a "dry rez", but that is the biggest joke they tell legislators.  That 
and the "Zero Tolerance" for drugs!  Oh big belly laugh on that one!  They allowed the 
Oh Oh Bar to be moved onto Rez Land in order to protect it from criminal investigation 
into any of its illegal dealings! 
 
The meth cooks in the neighborhoods operate freely and openly and the badgers warn off 
anyone that would attempt to file a complaint or a report.   
 
Now, ask yourself this simple question:  "Whom do they serve?"   
 
Start your marches at the offices of the Health Clinic and end it at the Cemetery.  The 
clinic is where pregnant mothers go for prenatal care and information.  Babies are being 
born addicted, deformed and impaired by these substances.  The graveyard is where we 
bury the good people who die way too young.   



 
A line needs to be drawn and a line needs to be formed and a line needs to be marched.  
Or, y'all just sit on your blankets and sneer at those who are doing the work.  I have found 
that those who do the work support all efforts to make things better and safer and 
healthier.   
 
Those who sneer, criticize and condemn anyone that says or does anything, while they 
themselves do nothing but complain about how their personal life is difficult, are the 
laziest Blanket Indians of them all.  
 
Hypocrisy = Death 
 
Lead, Follow, or get out of the way.  "Waiting" for "someone" to "get something done" is 
the height of laziness.  Yet, I do hear from people who do nothing and are very vehement 
about anyone that does do any good work out there.  They are usually the cowards that do 
not sign their real names, or use phony email addresses.   
 
Wonder how good they feel about themselves every time a son or daughter is destroyed 
or killed in that community because of the evils they ignore? Wonder if they cover up 
their own sense of self-loathing by trying to bring down anyone that is doing anything to 
make it better? Not really.  They are not worth my time. 
 
They feed on hypocrisy and they serve it up plenty.  I guess that is what will carry them 
into the next world. Wonder what they will find there? ---Not! 
 
Death = Pain, Suffering, Endless Grief 
 
Remember that it is not YOUR life, but your life entwined with everyone you know and 
you are responsible for taking care of yourself so that those you care about don’t go 
through unnecessary grief.  Think of yourself as involved, important and take care. 
 
Shorty 
 
Well, things got busy here so I have to make this one very short.  Have tons of emails 
coming in (now that the servers are fixed) and have to be gone for most of the day as this 
is the Holiday for Canadians.  (Tell Auntie Sue I'll be right there!). 
 
You all take care and have a great holiday weekend yourselves.  Don't party to the point 
of stupidity or where someone gets hurt.  Be there the day after and the year after to tell 
the tale! 
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


